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Relativistically corrected nuclear magnetic resonance chemical shifts
calculated with the normalized elimination of the small component
using an effective potential-NMR chemical shifts of molybdenum
and tungsten

Michael Filatov and Dieter Cremer
Department of Theoretical Chemistry, Go¨teborg University, Reutersgatan 2, S-413 20 Go¨teborg, Sweden

~Received 12 March 2003; accepted 15 April 2003!

A new method for relativistically corrected nuclear magnetic resonance~NMR! chemical shifts is
developed by combining the individual gauge for the localized orbital approach for density
functional theory with the normalized elimination of a small component using an effective potential.
The new method is used for the calculation of the NMR chemical shifts of95Mo and183W in various
molybdenum and tungsten compounds. It is shown that quasirelativistic corrections lead to an
average improvement of calculated NMR chemical shift values by 300 and 120 ppm in the case of
95Mo and 183W, respectively, which is mainly due to improvements in the paramagnetic
contributions. The relationship between electronic structure of a molecule and the relativistic
paramagnetic corrections is discussed. Relativistic effects for the diamagnetic part of the magnetic
shielding caused by a relativistic contraction of thes,p orbitals in the core region concern only the
shielding values, however, have little consequence for the shift values because of the large
independence from electronic structure and a cancellation of these effects in the shift values. It is
shown that the relativistic corrections can be improved by level shift operators and a B3LYP hybrid
functional, for which Hartree–Fock exchange is reduced to 15%. ©2003 American Institute of
Physics. @DOI: 10.1063/1.1580091#
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I. INTRODUCTION

The calculation of magnetic shieldings and nuclear m
netic resonance~NMR! chemical shifts has substantial
broadened the applicability of quantum chemical meth
for practical purposes and is now an important asset of m
quantum chemical investigations.1–4 Gauge-invariant or a
least approximately gauge-invariant methods at the elec
correlation correctedab initio levels have led to a wealth o
reliable NMR chemical shift data concerning in particu
first and second row nuclei.4–13 Bouman and Hansen5 were
the first to extend their localized orbital/local origin~LORG!
approach14 with the help of the second order polarizatio
propagator~SOPPA!,15 so that electron correlation effec
were included up to second order. Independently, a SO
method for calculating NMR chemical shifts was also pu
lished by Oddershede and Sauer.6 Gauss and co-workers4,7–11

developed the gauge-including atomic orbitals~GIAO!
method16 previously applied only at the Hartree–Fock~HF!
level17,18at thenth order (n52,3,4) many body perturbatio
theory with the Møller–Plesset perturbation~MPn! and at
coupled cluster theory level yielding in this wa
GIAO-MP2,7 GIAO-MP3,8 GIAO-MP4,8 GIAO-CCSD,9

and GIAO-CCSD~T!.10 Later, GIAO was extended to the do
main of density functional theory~DFT!.19,20GIAO was also
extended to multiconfigurational self-consistent field~MC-
SCF! theory~GIAO-MCSCF! ~Ref. 12! as was the individua
gauge for localized orbitals~IGLO! method of Schindler and
Kutzelnigg21,22 that led to IGLO-MCSCF.13

The correlation corrected GIAO, LORG, and IGL
methods provide accurate shielding and NMR chemical s
7010021-9606/2003/119(2)/701/12/$20.00
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data, which can clarify or complement contradictory, unus
or incomplete NMR experiments so that the calculated NM
chemical shifts represent an important tool for the expe
mentalist. The IGLO method has been successful in
realm of Hartree–Fock calculations while its extension
MCSCF was used less because of cost reasons. Instea
density functional theory counterpart IGLO-DFT~Refs. 23,
24! has been used extensively for larger molecules,25–27 for
which correlated GIAO methods, even when integral-dir
methods are applied,28 are too costly to be carried ou
IGLO-DFT is a method that has to include empirical co
rections23–25 to compensate a basic failure of DFT, name
to exaggerate paramagnetic contributions to magnetic sh
ing constants because the occupied orbitals of a molecule
generally predicted to be too high in energy at the DFT le
of theory.29 Nevertheless, IGLO-DFT can be considered
the most economic approach for obtaining reasonable N
chemical shifts for large molecules. The reliability of IGLO
DFT is given by the fact that the gradient corrected excha
functionals nowadays used include both dynamic and non
namic electron correlation effects30,31 thus leading to reason
able shift values.

Relativity strongly modifies the electron distribution
the vicinity of the nucleus and consequently all properti
which depend on the electronic density in regions close
the nucleus. The inclusion of relativistic effects is mandato
in the calculation of NMR shielding of heavy nuclei.20 The
scalar relativistic~spin-independent! effects are particularly
important for heavy transition metals, whereas the spin–o
effects result in a modest modification of shielding comp
rable with environmental effects.20 Thus, the scalar-
© 2003 American Institute of Physics
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relativistic ~SR! approximation is in many cases sufficient
study NMR shielding of heavy transition metal nuclei
complexes.20

We have recently developed a new quasirelativis
method within the normalized elimination of the small com
ponent~NESC! approximation.32–34 The purpose of this de
velopment is to have a method available, which is variati
ally stable, and can be easily implemented in a
nonrelativistic quantum-chemical program, which leads
reliable relativistic corrections, and which requires low co
putational cost so that its application to large molecules
feasible. These requirements are fulfilled by the NE
approach35 using an effective potential~NESC-EP method32!,
which if carried out for density functional theory@NESC-EP-
DFT ~Refs. 33, 34!# represents one of the easiest and m
economic quasirelativistic approaches.

Apart from its accuracy, an important feature
NESC-EP is its simplicity both in the sense of implemen
tion and in the sense of computational cost. The matrix e
ments of the NESC-EP-DFT Hamiltonian do not involve a
unusual molecular integrals often appearing in relativis
calculations; they can be evaluated analytically using the
isting nonrelativistic quantum-chemical software. Since
modifications concern the one-electron Hamiltonian only,
results of the relativistic calculation can be obtained at
sentially the cost of a nonrelativistic calculation.

As the NESC-EP-DFT method treats all electrons exp
itly, it can be used for the calculation of magnetic shieldi
tensors of heavy elements in large molecular systems. In
work we develop the theory of a NESC-EP-based individ
gauge for the localized orbital approach for density fun
tional theory~IGLO-DFT! to obtain a reliable and easily ap
plicable method for the calculation of relativistically co
rected NMR chemical shifts. The new method, IGLO-NES
EP-DFT, will be applied to obtain NMR chemical shifts fo
molybdenum and tungsten compounds. In this connection
will demonstrate how by the use of the appropria
exchange-correlation functional and level shift operato
reasonable shift values are obtained for these heavy nuc

In Sec. II, the theory of IGLO-NESC-EP-DFT will b
described and in Sec. III the implementation of the n
method as well as the computational ingredients neede
apply it. Calculated NMR chemical shifts for the Mo and
compounds investigated in this work are listed and discus
in Sec. IV. Section V gives conclusions and an outlook
future developments concerning IGLO-NESC-EP-DFT
given.

II. THEORY OF IGLO-NESC-EP-DFT

In the following, we shortly describe the nonrelativist
IGLO-DFT formalism ~Sec. II A!, before we discuss the
NESC-EP method~Sec. II B! and the new IGLO-NESC-EP
DFT approach for calculating NMR chemical shifts of hea
elements. In Sec. II C, the implementation of the new meth
and the computational procedures to use it in the cas
molybdenum and tungsten compounds is described.
Downloaded 25 Jan 2005 to 129.16.100.69. Redistribution subject to AIP
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A. The nonrelativistic IGLO formalism

For a closed-shell molecule, the DFT-IGLO expressi
for the nuclear magnetic shielding tensor is24

~sA!ab5
]2E~mA,B!

]ma
A]Bb

52(
i

occ

^f i
~0!uĥi ,ab

11 uf i
~0!&24(

i

occ

^f i
~0!uĥa

01uf i ,b
~B!&, ~1!

whereB denotes the external magnetic field,f i
(0) and f i

(B)

are doubly occupied zeroth order and first order Kohn–Sh
~KS! orbitals36 localized according to the criterion of Foste
and Boys,37 the indexA refers to the nucleus in question, an
thea andb subscripts denote the Cartesian coordinatesx, y,
or z. The one-electron magnetic operators are defined by

ĥi ,ab
11 5

]2Ĥ i
11

]ma
A]Bb

5
e2

2mc2

dab~r2Ri !•~r2RA!2~r2Ri !a~r2RA!b

ur2RAu3
~2!

and

ĥa
015

1

i

]Ĥ01

]ma
A

52
e

mc

~r2RA!3¹

ur2RAu3
~3!

~e, electron charge;m, mass of an electron;c, speed of light!,
where the superscripts 0 and 1 define the order of the op
tor in the magnetic fieldB ~first superscript! and in the mag-
netic momentmA of the nucleusA ~second superscript!. The
position vectorRA gives the location of nucleusA and r is
the position of an electron in localized orbitalf i . The ex-
pressions for the operatorsĤ11 and Ĥ01 can be found in
many publications and are not reproduced here.

The first-order occupied Kohn–Sham orbitalsf i
(B) are

expanded in terms of the zero-order~unperturbed! KS orbit-
als according to

f i
~B!5(

j

occ

f j
~0!Oj i 1(

a

virt

fa
~0!Oai . ~4!

The occupied–occupied part of the matrixO represents the
projection of the first-order KS orbitals onto the zero-ord
KS orbitals and is not defined uniquely. Within the IGL
approach it is chosen as

Oj i 52
e

2mc
^f j

~0!uLj
~B!2Li

~B!uf i
~0!&, ~5!

where

Li
~B!5 1

2~RiÃr !, ~6!

which is compatible with the orthonormality restriction o
the KS orbitals. The occupied-virtual part of the matrixO is
given by

Oai5(
k

occ S ( j
occYa jck j

ek2ea
D cki , ~7!
 license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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where

Yai5^fa
~0!uĥi

10uf i
~0!&2

e

c (
j

occ

^fa
~0!uLi

~B!2Lj
~B!uf j

~0!&

3^f j
~0!u f̂ ~0!uf i

~0!&. ~8!

In Eq. ~8!, the zero-order virtual orbitalsfa
(0) are the usual

canonical orbitals, the one-electron operatorĥi
10 is defined by

ĥi
105

1

i

]Ĥ i
10

]B
52

e

2mc
~r2Ri !3¹ ~9!

and the unperturbed KS one-electron operator is given b

f̂ ~0!5
p2

2m
1(

C
2

ZC

ur2RCu
1E r~r 8!

ur2r 8u
dr 81Vxc~r !, ~10!

wherep is the linear momentum operator,ZC is the nuclear
charge,r~r ! denotes the electron density, andVxc(r ) denotes
the usual exchange-correlation potential. With the use of
proximate pure density functionals, the dependence ofVxc on
the first-order orbitalsf i

(B) vanishes and the uncoupled DF
IGLO ~UC-DFT-IGLO! approach results. The dependence
the first-order orbitals can be introduced either via the us
the level shift operators, such as the Loc.1 and Loc.2 op
tors suggested by Malkinet al.23 @the level shift, which cor-
rects for an underestimation of the energy gap between
frontier orbitals in DFT, is constructed via the first-ord
~perturbed! density#, or via the use of hybrid density func
tionals, such as B3LYP,38 that mix in a fraction of the
Hartree–Fock exchange energy.21,22 In both cases, the solu
tion of Eq. ~7! depends on the first-order orbitalsf i

(B) and
the equation is solved iteratively.

B. The relativistic NESC-EP method
and IGLO-NESC-EP-DFT

Expanding the unperturbed one-electron orbitalsf i
(0) in

terms of~nonorthogonal! basis set functionsx according to
Eq. ~11!,

f i
~0!5ux&Ci ~11!

~ux&, row-vector of basis functions;Ci , column-vector of ex-
pansion coefficients! the scalar-relativistic NESC-EP equ
tions within the KS formalism33 are given in matrix form by
Eq. ~12!,

~~S1/2!†~U21/2!†H~U21/2!~S1/2!1J1Vxc!Ci5SCie i , ~12!

whereJ and Vxc are the matrices of the classical Coulom
repulsion operator and of the Kohn–Sham potential,
renormalization matrixU is given in Eq.~13!,

U5S1
1

2mc2
T ~13!

and the one-electron Hamiltonian matrixH is given in Eq.
~14!,

H5T1V1W. ~14!

In Eqs.~13! and~14!, S is the matrix of the overlap integrals
T andV are the matrices of the kinetic energy and electr
Downloaded 25 Jan 2005 to 129.16.100.69. Redistribution subject to AIP
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nuclear attraction operators, andW denotes the matrix of the
operator (1/4m2c2)pVNe8 •p, where the effective potentia
VNe8 is given in Eq.~15!,

VNe8 ~r !5(
A

2
ZA

ur2RAu
erf~ ur2RAu/r 0~ZA!!. ~15!

In Eq. ~15!, r 0(ZA) is a cut-off radius specific for the nucleu
A andRA is the position of the nucleusA. The dependence o
r 0(Zn) on the nuclear charge is given in Eq.~16!,32,33

r 0~Z!5~a01a1Z211a2Z22!
Z

mc2
~16!

with the coefficientsa0520.263 188,a15106.016 974,a2

5138.985 999 being based on a fit of the 1s1/2 eigenvalues
of the Dirac equation for H-like atomic ions.

In the presence of a magnetic field with the vector p
tential A, the linear momentum operator couples to the fie
via Eq. ~17!,

p5p1
e

c
A. ~17!

Thus, the expressions for the matrix elements of the ren
malization matrixU and the one-electron HamiltonianH
modify to

Umn
~A!5^xmu11

p2

4m2c2
uxn&

5^xmu11
p2

4m2c2
uxn&1

e

4m2c3
^xmup"A1A"puxn&

1
e2

4m2c4
^xmuA2uxn&5Umn

~0!1O~c23!, ~18!

Hmn
~A!5^xmu

p2

2m
1VNe1

1

4m2c2
pVNe8 •puxn&

5^xmu
p2

2m
1VNe1

1

4m2c2
pVNe8 •puxn&

1
e

2mc
^xmup"A1A"puxn&1

e2

2mc2
^xmuA2uxn&

1
e

4m2c3
^xmupVNe8 •A1AVNe8 •puxn&

1
e2

4m2c4
^xmuVNe8 A2uxn&

5Hmn
~0!1

e

2mc
^xmup"A1A"puxn&

1
e2

2mc2
^xmuA2uxn&1O~c23!. ~19!
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In calculations of the NMR shielding tensor, the high ord
relativistic corrections (c23 andc24) to the magnetic terms
in Eqs. ~18! and ~19! are neglected. TruncatingU andH at
the second order inc21 recovers the same magnetic term
that appear in the scalar-relativistic theory based on the P
Hamiltonian.22 This can be verified by substituting the la
lines of Eqs.~18! and~19! into Eq. ~12! and expandingUmn

(0)

in powers ofc22. The most significant contributions beyon
this approximation are the spin–orbit contributions, whi
are not taken into account in the present work. The te
neglected in Eqs.~18! and~19! are smaller in magnitude tha
the spin–orbit terms. Thus, neglecting them is consis
with other approximations made in the present work. Sub
tuting Eq.~20!,

A5
1

2
B3~r2Ri !1

mA3~r2RA!

ur2RAu3
~20!

for the vector potentialA of a homogeneous magnetic fieldB
~with the gauge origin atRi) and a magnetic nucleus wit
permanent magnetic momentm ~at a locationRA) into the
last lines of Eqs.~18! and ~19! and differentiating with re-
spect to the magnetic field and the nuclear magnetic mom
one arrives at the following expressions for the matrix e
ments of theĥ11, ĥ10, and ĥ01 operators in the IGLO-
NESC-EP approach;

^xmuNESC-EPĥi ,ab
11 uxn&

5
e2

2mc2 (r,t
Xrm

3^xru
dab~r2Ri !•~r2RA!2~r2Ri !a~r2RA!b

ur2RAu3
uxt&

3Xtn , ~21!

^xmuNESC-EPĥa
01uxn&

52
e

mc(r,t
Xrm^xru

~r2RA!3¹

ur2RAu3
uxn&Xtn , ~22!

^xmuNESC-EPĥi
10uxn&

52
e

2mc(r,t
Xrm^xru~r2Ri !3¹uxt&Xtn , ~23!

whereX stands for

X5U21/2S1/2. ~24!

Thus, within the present approach the usual nonrelativi
magnetic integrals used in the IGLO method are renorm
ized using the quasirelativistic metric of the NESC-E
method.

C. Implementation and computational procedures

The IGLO-NESC-EP-DFT method was programmed a
incorporated into theCOLOGNE 2003 suite of quantum-
chemical programs.39 The one-electron integrals and integr
Downloaded 25 Jan 2005 to 129.16.100.69. Redistribution subject to AIP
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derivatives necessary to carry out a NESC-EP calcula
were implemented according to Refs. 32–34. The IGL
NESC-EP-DFT program is based on the nonrelativis
IGLO-DFTO program developed by Olsson and Creme24

The relativistic corrections require a renormalization of t
standard magnetic one-electron integrals as described in
preceding section. Because only the one-electron molec
integrals are modified in the present approach, the comp
tional cost of a IGLO-NESC-EP-DFT quasirelativistic calc
lation is essentially the same as the task of a nonrelativi
IGLO-DFT calculation.

The IGLO-NESC-EP-DFT method was tested for13C-,
15N-, and 17O-shieldingss and the corresponding NMR
chemical shiftsd of some small molecules~see Table I! using
the MP2 molecular geometries of Gauss,7 the B3LYP
functional,38,40,41 the (11s,7p,2d/5s,1p) @7s,6p,2d/4s,2p#
basis set,22 and CH4, NH3, and H2O molecules as appropri
ate references for the shift values. For the molecules of Ta
I, we expect small relativistic corrections generally smal
than 1 ppm because larger scalar relativistic effects oc
only for Z.36. This expectation is confirmed by the calc
lated IGLO-NESC-EP-B3LYP data, which are compared
Table I with the corresponding IGLO-B3LYP data by givin
the relativistic correction in parentheses. All relativistic co
rections for the shielding are negative and, in view of t
very small corrections for the reference molecules, all che
cal shift corrections become positive. The~absolute! magni-
tude of the relativistic effects for the17O-shieldings is some-
what larger ~0.5–3.7 ppm! while those for 13C- and
15N-shieldings are all smaller than 1 ppm. A shielding of t
nucleus because of a relativistic contraction of the core
bitals would lead to somewhat more negative shift valu
~shifts to higher field!. Hence, the small relativistic correc
tions calculated result from a dominance of the relativis
corrections to the paramagnetic contributions. We find t
these are20.1 to23.9 ppm while the relativistic correction
of the diamagnetic contributions are 0.1–0.3 ppm. Within
IGLO approach, the definition of diamagnetic and param
netic contribution is method immanent and done in a way
minimize the former.21,22 Hence, diamagnetic and parama
netic IGLO contributions have no relationship to measura
quantities. Nevertheless, we have found it useful in this w
to use these quantities to analyze the relativistic correcti
calculated, for example by setting them into relationship
the electronic structure of a molecule.

For the calculation of molybdenum and tungsten co
pounds investigated in this work, basis sets of Gropen42 were
modified in the following way. In the case of molybdenum
@15s7p8d# basis set was constructed from Gropen
(17s12p8d) basis set of primitive Gaussian-type functio
~GTF!.42 The most tights-type primitive remains uncon
tracted along with thirteen diffuses-type primitives. The re-
maining threes-type GTFs are contracted using the coef
cients for the 1s atomic orbital formed from the origina
uncontracted set. The five most diffusep-type GTF also re-
main uncontracted. The four most tightp-type primitives are
contracted using the coefficients of the 2p atomic orbital of
the original set and the next threep-type primitives are con-
tracted using the coefficients of the 3p atomic orbital of the
 license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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TABLE I. Magnetic shieldings and NMR chemical shifts calculated with IGLO-NESC-EP-B3LYP for so
first row molecules.a

IGLO Loc.1 Loc.2
Expt.

dMolecule Nucleus s d s d s d

CH4 C 189.7~0! 0 191.1~0! 0 191.5~0! 0 0
NH3 N 258.5~0! 0 260.0~20.1! 0 260.6~0! 0 0
H2O O 320.5~20.1! 0 323.0~20.1! 0 323.8~20.1! 0 0
CO C 222.3~20.2! 212.0 26.9 ~20.2! 198.0 22.3 ~20.1! 193.8 194.1

O 289.0~21.1! 409.5 265.6~20.9! 388.6 258.6~20.9! 382.4 386.3
CO2 C 46.8~20.2! 142.9 48.6~20.2! 142.5 49.2~20.2! 142.3 136.3

O 208.0~20.5! 112.5 212.0~20.5! 111.0 213.3~20.5! 110.5 100.6
CF4 C 42.9~20.3! 146.8 44.2~20.3! 146.9 44.6~20.3! 146.9 130.6
CH2O C 227.3~20.2! 217.0 218.5~20.1! 209.6 215.8~20.2! 207.3 ¯

O 2474.1~21.6! 794.6 2425.7~21.5! 748.7 2410.9~21.5! 734.7 ¯

HCN C 67.4~20.1! 122.3 72.2~0! 118.9 73.7~0.1! 117.8 113.0
N 254.2~20.3! 312.7 240.9~20.3! 300.9 236.7~20.3! 297.3 284.9

N2 N 2105.0~20.6! 363.5 287.5~20.5! 347.5 282.1~20.5! 342.7 326.1
N2O N1 220.0~20.5! 278.5 213.8~20.5! 273.8 211.8~20.5! 272.4 253.2
~N2N1O! N2 75.5~20.5! 183.0 83.8~20.5! 176.2 86.4~20.5! 174.2 165.0

O 153.4~21.3! 167.1 161.7~21.3! 161.3 164.4~21.3! 159.4 143.4
OF2 O 2630.1~23.7! 950.6 2567.4~23.4! 890.4 2548.6~23.3! 872.4 817.1

aMagnetic shieldingss and NMR chemical shiftsd in ppm. MP2/tzp geometries from Ref. 7~b! are used.
Relativistic effects given ass ~IGLO-NESC-EP-B3LYP!-s~IGLO-B3LYP! in parentheses. The level shif
operators Loc.1 and Loc.2 are defined in Refs. 23 and 24. Experimental values are taken from a com
given in Ref. 7~b!.
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original set. All d-type GTF remain uncontracted. Th
@15s7p8d# basis set is extended to a@16s10p9d# set by
amending the former by ones-type, threep-type, and one
d-type diffuse GTF in a well-tempered sequence using
exponent ratio of 2.5.

For tungsten, a@16s12p8d4 f # basis set constructe
from the (19s14p10d5 f ) basis set of Gropen42 is used. The
three most tights-type primitives remain uncontracted alon
with eight diffuse s-type primitives. The remaining seve
s-type primitives are block-contracted in a sequence~3/2/2/2!
using the contraction coefficients from 1s, 2s, 3s, and 4s
atomic orbital formed from the (19s14p10d5 f ) set. The last
two contracteds-functions in this sequence share one co
mon primitive. The five most diffusep-type primitives re-
main uncontracted while the other ninep-type primitives are
block-contracted in a sequence~3/3/2/2! using the coeffi-
cients from the 2p, 3p, 4p, and 5p atomic orbital formed
with the original set. The second and the third contrac
p-function share one commonp-type GTF. The most diffuse
d-type primitive is dropped due to orthogonality problem
The next two diffused-type GTF remain uncontracted. Th
remaining sevend-type primitives are block-contracted i
the sequence~4/2/2! using the contraction coefficients from
the 3d(4/2) and the 4d orbital of the original set. The las
two contractedd-type basis functions share one comm
primitive GTF. The two most tightf-type primitives are con-
tracted. The@15s9p7d3 f # basis set obtained is amended
one s-type, threep-, one d-type, and onef-type primitives
~according to a well-tempered sequence with ratio 2.5! thus
leading to the final@16s12p8d4 f # basis set.

For elements O and F, a (9s,5p,1d) @6s,4p,1d# and for
S and Cl a (11s6p2d) @7s8p2d# basis set is used develope
for the calculation of magnetic properties.22 The @9s8p4d#
basis set on Se is constructed from Dunning’s cc-pVDZ ba
n 2005 to 129.16.100.69. Redistribution subject to AIP
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set43 by recontracting it in the following way: The five firs
s-type primitives are contracted using the contraction coe
cients from the 1s atomic orbital in the original set. The nex
two s-type primitives are contracted with the coefficien
from the second 2s atomic orbital formed from the origina
basis set. All others-type GTFs remain uncontracted. Th
three firstp-type primitives are contracted using the coef
cients of the 2p atomic orbital of the original set. The nex
two p-type primitives are contracted with the coefficien
from the 3p atomic orbital while all otherp-type primitives
remain uncontracted. The three firstd-type primitives are
contracted using the original contraction coefficients of
3d atomic orbital; all otherd-type GTFs are not contracted

The experimental molecular structures for the molybd
num compounds1–6 ~see Figs. 1 and 2! were taken from
Refs. 44–48 and the experimental Mo chemical shifts
1–6 were taken from Ref. 49. The experimental molecu
structures and the experimental chemical shifts for tungs
compounds7–11 ~Fig. 1! are taken from a compilation o
Ziegler and co-workers.50 The molecular geometry of the
thiotungstate dianion, WS4

22 , was optimized using analytica
gradients for the NESC-EP-B3LYP method33 in combination
with the @16s12p8d4 f # basis set on tungsten and the au
cc-pVDZ basis set43 on sulfur. An experimental geometry fo
WS4

22 is not known and to be consistent we use the NES
EP-B3LYP geometry rather than a geometry obtained w
some other quasirelativistic approach.50

Calculations have been performed employing beside
B3LYP functional38 also the BLYP~Refs. 40, 41! and the
B3LYP* functionals.51 The latter functional is a version o
the standard B3LYP hybrid density functional with th
amount of the HF exchange reduced from 20% to 15%
recommended by Hesset al.51 In some calculations, the
 license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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FIG. 1. Experimental geometries of molybdenum a
tungsten molecules investigated in this work. Distanc
in Å.
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functional BP86~Ref. 52! was used to compare calculate
NMR chemical shifts with results from the literature.

III. NMR CHEMICAL SHIFTS OF MOLYBDENUM
AND TUNGSTEN

The isotope95Mo ~spin 5/2! is measured by experimen
talists because its natural abundance~15.7%! is higher than
that of 97Mo ~spin 5/2, natural abundance 9.5%!.53 As a ref-
erence, the molybdate dianion MoO4

22 in a basic solution is
normally used although its shielding value is both solv
and concentration dependent~variation from 10 to 235
ppm!. This of course is also true for other molybdates. F
example the NMR chemical shift of95Mo in MoS4

22 changes
from 2176 by 78 to 2254 ppm when the solvent DMSO
replaced by water.53

The total NMR chemical shift range for Mo is 5500 pp
~Mo~0!: 21000 to 22120 ppm; Mo~II !: 22070 to 2150
ppm; Mo~VI !: 2700 to 3350 ppm!.

The only NMR-active isotope of tungsten is183W ~spin
1/2!, which has a natural abundance of 14.3%.53 The tung-
state dianion WO4

22 is used as a reference. The chemic
shift range is 9400 ppm, where the W~0! shifts are beyond
21200 ppm and W~VI ! shifts are at much lower field. Th
chemical shifts of183W are very sensitive to the geomet
and electronic structure of a tungsten compound and, th
Downloaded 25 Jan 2005 to 129.16.100.69. Redistribution subject to AIP
t

r

l

e-

fore, can be used for structural analysis.53 The 183W shift
range considered in this work is about 7000 ppm.

We calculated the95Mo and 183W magnetic shieldings
and NMR chemical shifts for compounds1–11 with IGLO-
DFT and IGLO-NESC-EP-DFT using the three functiona
B3LYP, B3LYP*, and BLYP and the level shift operator
Loc.1 and Loc.2. Results of these calculations are listed
Tables II ~Mo compounds! and III ~W compounds!.

Common to all IGLO-B3LYPd(95Mo) values is that
compared to the experimental shifts they are@with the excep-
tion of the Mo~CO)6 value# too positive by 200–1500 ppm
This is also found for the183W shifts, which are 80–380 ppm
too positive. DFT-IGLO chemical shiftsd for first and sec-
ond period nuclei are often too positive~too negatives!,
which results from a DFT immanent exaggeration of t
paramagnetic part leading to too positived.24–27 It is note-
worthy that B3LYP* and BLYP seem to produce the be
NMR chemical shifts at the nonrelativistic level of theor
however the mean absolute deviationsD are actually too
large to differentiate much between the performance of
different functionals.

Apart from BLYP, relativistic corrections obtained wit
the IGLO-NESC-EP-DFT method lead to an improvement
both 95Mo and183W shifts by reducing their absolute value
~Tables II and III!. By using level shift operators this im
l-
Å

FIG. 2. Experimental geometries of molybdenum mo
ecules with the MoMo multiple bond. Distances in
and angles in deg.
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TABLE II. Magnetic shieldings and NMR chemical shifts of95Mo calculated for molybdenum compounds1–6
with different methods.a

B3LYP B3LYP* BLYP
Expt.

dMolecule s d s d s d

Nonrel. IGLO
MoO4

22 21190 0 21155 0 21075 0 0
MoS4

22 23687 2497 23528 2373 23159 2084 2259
MoSe4

22 24610 3420 24406 3251 23874 2799 3145
Mo~CO)6 1026 22216 1072 22227 1165 22240 21856
Mo2(O2CH)4 26433 5243 25746 4591 24285 3210 3702
Mo2(OCH3)6 24069 2879 23739 2584 22962 1887 2447
Db 569 323 391

NESC-EP IGLO
MoO4

22 21017 0 2990 0 2904 0 0
MoS4

22 23484 2467 23352 2362 23004 2100 2259
MoSe4

22 24470 3453 24273 3283 23776 2872 3145
Mo~CO)6 1213 22230 1252 22242 1327 22231 21856
Mo2(O2CH)4 25733 4716 25141 4151 23865 2961 3702
Mo2(OCH3)6 23494 2477 23222 2232 22579 1675 2447
D 387 258 464

Nonrel. IGLO~Loc.1!
MoO4

22 21115 0 21091 0 2996 0 0
MoS4

22 23557 2442 23407 2316 23042 2046 2259
MoSe4

22 24433 3318 24236 3145 23749 2753 3145
Mo~CO)6 1067 22182 1111 22202 1201 22199 21856
Mo2(O2CH)4 26054 4939 25428 4337 24076 3080 3702
Mo2(OCH3)6 23939 2824 23622 2531 22872 1876 2447
D 459 224 428

NESC-EP IGLO~Loc.1!
MoO4

22 2945 0 2911 0 2832 0 0
MoS4

22 23361 2416 23233 2322 22895 2063 2259
MoSe4

22 24296 3351 24092 3181 23623 2791 3145
Mo~CO)6 1250 22195 1288 22199 1361 22193 21856
Mo2(O2CH)4 25387 4442 24847 3936 23666 2834 3702
Mo2(OCH3)6 23382 2437 23120 2209 22499 1667 2447
D 290 183 507

Nonrel. IGLO~Loc.2!
MoO4

22 21092 0 21068 0 2974 0 0
MoS4

22 23515 2423 23366 2298 23005 2031 2259
MoSe4

22 24374 3282 24180 3112 23700 2726 3145
Mo~CO)6 1080 22172 1124 22192 1213 22187 21856
Mo2(O2CH)4 25936 4844 25328 4260 24010 3036 3702
Mo2(OCH3)6 23897 2805 23585 2517 22843 1869 2447
D 423 207 444

NESC-EP IGLO~Loc.2!
MoO4

22 2923 0 2890 0 2811 0 0
MoS4

22 23321 2398 23194 2304 22859 2048 2259
MoSe4

22 24240 3317 24037 3147 23574 2763 3145
Mo~CO)6 1262 22185 1300 22190 1372 22183 21856
Mo2(O2CH)4 25279 4356 24754 3864 23602 2791 3702
Mo2(OCH3)6 23346 2423 23087 2197 22473 1662 2447
D 264 159 523

aMagnetic shieldingss and NMR chemical shiftsd in ppm. Experimental geometries from Refs. 44–48 a
used~see Figs. 1 and 2!. The level shift operators Loc.1 and Loc.2 are defined in Refs. 23 and 24. Experim
NMR chemical shift values from Ref. 49.

bThe mean absolute deviationD is also given in ppm.
ed

ith
of

b-
provement can be increased. The best95Mo NMR chemical
shifts are obtained with IGLO-NESC-EP-B3LYP* and the
Loc.2 shift operator~mean absolute deviationD5159 ppm,
Table II! reducing the IGLO-B3LYP* value~323 ppm, Table
II ! by more than 50%. A similar improvement is calculat
n 2005 to 129.16.100.69. Redistribution subject to AIP
for the 183W shifts, which adopt the best agreement w
experimental values at the IGLO-NESC-EP-B3LYP level
theory again with the Loc.2 shift operator~D5142 ppm,
Table III! hardly differing from the corresponding results o
tained with the B3LYP* functional~D5148 ppm, Table III!.
 license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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TABLE III. Magnetic shieldings and NMR chemical shifts of183W calculated for tungsten compounds7–11
with different methods.a

B3LYP B3LYP* BLYP
Expt.

dMolecule s d s d s d

Nonrel. IGLO
WO4

22 1289 0 1280 0 1223 0 0
WS4

22b 22763 4052 22675 3955 22248 3671 3769
WF6 2084 2795 2014 2734 1829 2606 21121
WCl6 21275 2564 21256 2536 21196 2419 2181
W~CO)6 4652 23363 4653 23373 4603 23380 23446
Dc 269 250 229

NESC-EP IGLO
WO4

22 1894 0 1862 0 1784 0 0
WS4

22b 22195 4089 22145 4007 22006 3790 3769
WF6 2838 2944 2796 2934 2559 2775 21121
WCl6 2351 2245 2367 2229 2405 2189 2181
W~CO)6 5565 23671 5555 23693 5472 23688 23446
D 197 180 154

Nonrel. IGLO~Loc.1!
WO4

22 1374 0 1346 0 1296 0 0
WS4

22b 22592 3966 22512 3858 22293 3589 3769
WF6 2147 2773 2074 2728 1897 2601 21121
WCl6 21129 2503 21102 2448 21065 2361 2181
W~CO)6 4687 23313 4688 23342 4650 23354 23446
D 250 213 243

NESC-EP IGLO~Loc.1!
WO4

22 1956 0 1926 0 1852 0 0
WS4

22b 22038 3994 21991 3917 21858 3710 3769
WF6 2926 2970 2832 2906 2615 2763 21121
WCl6 2215 2171 2231 2157 2273 2125 2181
W~CO)6 5598 23642 5590 23664 5510 23658 23446
D 146 151 171

Nonrel. IGLO~Loc.2!
WO4

22 1400 0 1371 0 1322 0 0
WS4

22b 22537 3973 22548 3829 22243 3565 3769
WF6 2167 2767 2095 2724 1919 2597 21121
WCl6 21080 2480 21053 2424 21022 2344 2181
W~CO)6 4697 23297 4698 23327 4661 23339 23446
D 243 205 250

NESC-EP IGLO~Loc.2!
WO4

22 1977 0 1947 0 1875 0 0
WS4

22b 21986 3963 21941 3888 21810 3685 3769
WF6 2943 2966 2849 2902 2633 2758 21121
WCl6 2171 2148 2187 2134 2230 2105 2181
W~CO)6 5607 23630 5599 23652 5520 23645 23446
D 142 148 181

aMagnetic shieldingss and NMR chemical shiftsd in ppm. Experimental geometries unless otherwise no
from Ref. 50 are used~see Fig. 1!. The level shift operators Loc.1 and Loc.2 are defined in Refs. 23 and
Experimental NMR chemical shift values from Ref. 50.

bMolecular structure is optimized with the NESC-EP-B3LYP method@r (W–S)52.213 Å#.
cThe mean absolute deviationD is also given in ppm.
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This corresponds to an average improvement by somew
more than 100 ppm. Clearly, the scalar relativistic corr
tions are important and lead at least in the case of95Mo shifts
to values which are in the range of solvent corrections to
calculated shift values680 ppm, where the positive value
can result from H-bonding and the negative values fr
overall electrostatic effects.

A. Analysis of relativistic corrections

For the purpose of analyzing the corrections obtained
the IGLO-NESC-EP-DFT level of theory, we have listed
n 2005 to 129.16.100.69. Redistribution subject to AIP
at
-

e

at

Table IV diamagnetic and paramagnetic contributions to
95Mo and183W shielding valuess. Although these quantities
have no relationship to measurable quantities since they
only defined within the IGLO method, they are useful f
rationalizing the relativistic shift corrections.

The diamagnetic contributions are rather constant va
ing by just 250 ppm between 3341 and 3593 ppm in the c
of 95Mo shielding and 109 ppm between 7286 and 7395 p
in the case of183W shieldings. The more a nucleus
shielded the larger becomes the corresponding diamagn
contribution. The Mo nucleus (Z542) is less shielded than
 license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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TABLE IV. Diamagnetic and paramagnetic contributionssd andsp to total shielding values of95Mo and183W
as calculated with IGLO-NESC-EP-DFT and IGLO-DFT.a

B3LYP BLYP
Relativistic Nonrelativistic Relativistic Nonrelativistic

Molecule sd sp sd sp sd sp sd sp

MoO4
22 3581 24597 3517 24708 3584 24488 3517 24592

MoS4
22 3341 26825 3277 26964 3344 26349 3279 26438

MoSe4
22 3347 27818 3287 27897 3351 27127 3289 27163

Mo~CO)6 3586 22373 3519 22493 3589 22262 3522 22357
Mo2(O2CH)4 3593 29325 3526 29960 3595 27459 3528 27813
Mo2(OCH3)6 3586 27081 3519 27589 3589 26167 3521 26484
WO4

22 7286 25392 6879 25590 7290 25506 6883 25661
WS4

22 7346 29541 6934 29697 7350 29356 6933 29381
WF6 7311 24472 6911 24827 7316 24757 6917 25088
WCl6 7373 27724 6959 28234 7374 27780 6961 28157
W~CO)6 7395 21830 7021 22369 7397 21925 7001 22398

aMagnetic shieldingss in ppm.
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the W nucleus (Z574) as reflected by the calculated di
magnetic contributions. Shielding depends also on the ox
tion number of the transition metal atom and the electro
gativity of the ligands attached to it. Low oxidation numbe
imply larger shielding@compare, e.g., the hexacarbonyls w
M~0!, M5Mo, W and the compounds with M~VI ! in Table
IV #. In the case of compounds5 and6, the oxidation states
of molybdenum are II and III~the formate substituent carrie
one negative charge as does the alkoxy substituent! hence
leading to a somewhat larger shielding in the case of5. An
electronegative ligand can withdraw electron density a
in this way lead to a deshielding of the nucleus as is the c
for WF6 relative to WCl6 . The situation is different for
MoO4

22 , for which the Mo nucleus is more shielded than
MoS4

22 at all levels of theory~Table IV!. The calculated
orbital energies reveal that the nonbonding metal-cente
e-symmetrical orbitals are more contracted~more shielding!
for O than for S probably resulting from the fact that t
ligand orbitals are more located at the O than at the S ato

The negative paramagnetic contributions vary mu
stronger in their magnitude (95Mo by 7000 ppm;183W by
7700 ppm; Table IV! their absolute values being both larg
and smaller than the diamagnetic contributions. The pa
magnetic contributions are more sensitive to the electro
structure of the molecules reflecting the existence of l
lying excited states~if one uses a simple sum-over-stat
interpretation of their values!. The HOMO(t1)-LUMO( t1)
gap decreases in the series1, 2, 3 due to the fact that the
splitting between thep-type bonding and antibondin
ligand-metal MOs decreases with increasing electroposi
character of the ligand~i.e., from O to S and Se!. Similar
considerations apply to the cases of compounds9 and10 or
if one compares1 with 7 or 2 with 8.

Exceptionally large~negative! paramagnetic contribu
tions are found for compounds5 and6, which results from
MoMo bonding in these compounds. In5, each Mo atom
loses formally 2 electrons to the formate ligands thus cha
ing from a Mo(0)(̄ 4d55s1) to a Mo~II)(¯4d4) elec-
tron configuration, which leads to a quadruple bond. In6,
the three methoxy ligands per Mo atom lead to
Mo~III)( ¯4d3) electron configuration and a triple MoM
n 2005 to 129.16.100.69. Redistribution subject to AIP
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bond. This is reflected in the MoMo bond lengths of 2.222
in the case of6 and 2.095 Å in the case of5 ~see Fig. 2!.47,48

These values are typical for MoMo triple bond distanc
@measured values: 2.193–2.226 Å~Ref. 47!# and MoMo qua-
druple bond distances@measured values: 2.087–2.132 Å
only exception Mo2 :1.928 Å. ~Ref. 48!#. The d* -orbital of
the quadruple bond is much lower in energy than
p* -orbital of a triple bond, and the excitation energ
from the bonding to the antibonding orbital is much smal
for the quadruple bond and accordingly, the paramagn
~absolute! contribution for5 is much larger than that for6
~Table III!.

There is a relativistic effect for both the diamagnetic a
the paramagnetic contributions. For the former it is alway
positive, relative constant~60–67 ppm for95Mo; 374–414
ppm for 183W), and almost independent of the function
used~Table IV!. Relativity leads to a contraction of thes-
and p-type core orbitals thus enhancing shielding of t
nucleus. This shielding effect increases with the number
core electrons. Hence, the relativistic shielding effect is
most 7 times as large for183W than for 95Mo. Since the
diamagnetic part concerns only the core region, for wh
B3LYP and BLYP provide similar descriptions, their perfo
mance does not differ.

In this connection it is interesting to note that Becke
exchange functional40 suffers like all gradient-corrected
functionals from a singularity at the position of the nucleu
The cusp of the electron density at a nucleus leads to a
gularity in the gradient of the density, which in turn results
a singularity in the exchange or correlation potential. T
gradient corrections to the exchange functionals increase
absolute value of the exchange energy, the correspon
contribution to the exchange potential is therefo
attractive.40 The density cusps at the nuclei thus lead to
attractive singular contribution to the exchange potent
which increases the effective nuclear charge and the e
tronegativity. The strongest influence of this extra potentia
to be seen for the core orbitals, which are contracted co
pared to LDA, leading to an increase of charge density
mediately at the nucleus and a decrease in the surroun
region. This generates a shell structure in the exchange-
 license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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TABLE V. Comparison of183W NMR chemical shifts calculated with the SR-HF, SO-UHF, GIAO-ZORA-DF
and IGLO-NESC-EP-DFT method.a

Molecule HF~SR!b HF~SO!b ZORA~SR!c ZORA~SO!c NESC-EP Expt.

WO4
22 0 0 0 0 0 0

WS4
22d 3537 3638 3824 3769

WF6 21666 21135 2561 2630 2761 21121
WCl6 1983 2685 2011 1932 2109 2181
W~CO)6 23679 23876 23709 23446
D 299 325 188

aAll NMR chemical shift values in ppm. Experimental molecular geometry are used unless noted otherwi
DFT calculations employ the BP86 density functional.D denotes the mean average deviation in ppm.

bScalar-relativistic HF results and spin–orbit UHF results from Ref. 56.
cScalar-relativistic ZORA results and ZORA results with spin–orbit coupling both taken from Ref. 50.
dMolecular geometry optimized by Ziegler and co-workers~Ref. 1! with the SR/BP86 method@r (W–S)
52.231 Å# is used.
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density distribution,54 the origin of which is of mathematica
rather than physical nature.

One could expect that because of the singularity in
exchange functional, screening of the nucleus and the r
tivistic diamagnetic correction are both exaggerated t
leading to too negative shift values. This however is not
case because the shell structure of the density close to
nucleus leads to both screening and descreening thus ca
ing each other largely. Hence, the too positive shift values
well as the variation in the relativistic corrections~see Tables
II and III! must result from the paramagnetic contribution
the shielding values.

In the case of the paramagnetic contributions, all rela
istic corrections are positive, which means that their abso
values decrease~Table IV!. They vary strongly with the elec
tronic structure of the molecule under consideration. T
relativistic contraction of thes- andp-core orbitals leads also
to a slight contraction of the valences- andp-orbitals of the
metal, which contribute to ligand bonding. Actually, thed-
andf-type orbitals of the metal expand due to the contract
of the core orbitals and a stronger shielding of the nucl
charge. However, they are nonbonding and have no
counterparts among the unoccupied orbitals. Hence, it is
gap between theM –L bonding and theM –L antibondings
and p-orbitals, which increases and leads to a reduction
the magnitude of the paramagnetic contributions. This red
tion is strong in those cases, in which the~absolute! para-
magnetic contribution is large~see5 and6!, however excep-
tions are also found~see, e.g., the hexacarbonyl compoun
4 and 11!. For W-compounds the relativistic corrections
the paramagnetic contributions are larger than those for
corresponding Mo-compounds due to the increase in
atomic number and the stronger relativistic contractions
the core orbitals.

Contrary to the diamagnetic contributions, the mag
tude of the paramagnetic contributions depends strongly
the functional used. The improvement found for the NM
chemical shifts of95Mo and of183W when using the B3LYP*
functional and when applying the level shift operator a
both with regard to an improvement of the paramagne
contributions. BLYP underestimates the magnitude of
paramagnetic contributions~values become too positive! and
accordingly leads to too small shift values. If the level sh
n 2005 to 129.16.100.69. Redistribution subject to AIP
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operator is applied in addition this effect is even exaggera
and leads to unreasonable NMR chemical shifts. B3LYP* in
combination with relativistic corrections and the level sh
operator Loc2 leads to the best calculated shift values. H
ever, from this discussion it becomes clear that the man
lation of the exchange functional and the level shift opera
fulfill the same purpose, namely, to reduce the paramagn
contribution, which means that one correction should be a
to replace the other.

B. Comparison with other theoretical results

The best values obtained in this work~IGLO/Loc2-
NESC-EP-B3LYP* ! are significantly better than those ob
tained previously with the GIAO-ZORA method for th
same tungsten compounds as investigated in this wor50

GIAO-ZORA 183W NMR chemical shifts were obtained wit
the BP86 density functional52 and led to a mean absolut
deviationD of 299 ppm~Table V!, which is more than 100
ppm larger than the corresponding IGLO-NESC-EP-BP
results~D5188 ppm, Table V! and 150 ppm larger than th
IGLO/Loc2-NESC-EP-B3LYP result~D5142 ppm, Table
IV !. Including spin–orbit~SO! coupling corrections,D in-
creases even to 325 ppm~Table V!.50 Clearly, IGLO-NESC-
EP-DFT offers more accurate heavy atom NMR chemi
shifts than GIAO-ZORA.

The SO contribution to chemical shielding is dominat
by the Fermi-contact~FC! term, which for heavy nuclei can
reach values of thousands ppm. However, due to a canc
tion of the FC contributions to the shielding of the referen
and that of the target compound, the SO contribution to
NMR chemical shift is of the order of just 100 ppm.55 Fur-
thermore, the FC contribution is dominated by the shape
the potential in the vicinity of the nucleus and for a regula
ized potential such as in Eq.~15!, the FC term differs con-
siderably from the conventional FC term defined in t
Breit–Pauli approximation~see, e.g., the discussion in Re
55!. Consequently, the influence of the SO contribution
the IGLO-NESC-EP-DFT chemical shifts can hardly be
ferred from the data obtained within different computation
schemes. By analogy to ZORA chemical shift calculation55

it can be expected that the SO contribution to95Mo and of
183W NMR chemical shifts of the compounds considered
 license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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this work should be comparable to solvent, concentrat
and temperature effect on chemical shifts. This means
the differences between calculated and measured95Mo and
of 183W shifts results from SO coupling and environmen
effects thus indicating that IGLO/Loc.2-NESC-EP-B3LYP*
actually provides reliable shift values.

Previously, relativistically corrected NMR chemical sh
calculations were carried out for a few tungsten compou
at the all-electron level with the help of finite perturbatio
theory employing a relativistically corrected UHF method56

However, in view of the relatively small@10s9p4d1 f # basis
set used for tungsten and in view of the lack of any corre
tion corrections the results reported~see Table V!56 do not
compare well with the experiment and are inferior to t
results obtained with DFT in the present work and by Zieg
and co-workers.50

IV. CONCLUSIONS

The NESC-EP approach proposed previously was c
bined with IGLO-DFT for calculating relativistically cor
rected magnetic shieldings and NMR chemical shifts. P
gramming and implementation of IGLO-NESC-EP-DF
leads to a computationally efficient and useful new appro
for getting the magnetic properties of molecules with hea
elements.

The method was applied to calculate95Mo and 183W
NMR chemical shifts, which are experimentally known. T
best values are obtained with IGLO-NESC-EP-DFT us
the B3LYP* functional and the Loc.2 level shift operato
Mean absolute deviations of 159 ppm for95Mo and of 148
ppm for 183W NMR chemical shifts are obtained. In view o
the fact that the investigation included both M~0! and M~VI !
oxidation states of the metal, in view of shift ranges of 55
and 6900 ppm, respectively, in view of solvent and conc
tration effects of680 ppm, and in view of spin–orbit cor
rections of6100 ppm results can be considered as reas
able.

Analysis of the relativistic corrections reveals that d
magnetic and paramagnetic relativistic corrections for m
netic shieldings and NMR chemical shifts differ conside
ably. The first is always positive, does not depend on
electronic structure of a molecule, but increases with
number of electrons of the heavy atom considered. It res
from a relativistic contraction of the cores- and p-orbitals,
which leads to an additional shielding of the nucleus. Th
is almost no dependence of the relativistic diamagnetic c
tributions on the exchange-correlation functional used. In
case of both the95Mo and183W chemical shifts, the relativ-
istic corrections to the diamagnetic terms cancel largely le
ing to slight variations of 5 and 11 ppm, respectively, in t
NMR chemical shifts, which can be neglected.

The relativistic corrections to the paramagnetic parts
also positive, i.e., the~negative! paramagnetic contribution
to magnetic shieldings adopt smaller absolute values. R
tivistic corrections vary in this case strongly with the ele
tronic structure, and can be both larger and smaller than
relativistic diamagnetic corrections. With regard to the NM
chemical shifts a decrease up to 520 ppm is possible with
Downloaded 25 Jan 2005 to 129.16.100.69. Redistribution subject to AIP
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exception of MoSe4
22 for which an increase 32 ppm is found

Decreases result from the fact that the contraction of the c
orbitals effects also valences- and p-orbital thus leading to
larger s(M –L)2s* (M –L) and p(M –L)2p* (M –L)
gaps and smaller paramagnetic contributions. These eff
are particularly strong when MoMo triple or quadrup
bonds exist in the molecule. Similar trends are found
183W NMR chemical shifts.

The relativistic paramagnetic contributions strongly d
pend on the exchange correlation functional used. Diff
ences up to 1870 ppm are found between the B3LYP and
BLYP functional where the former functional yields muc
better shift values than the latter functional. Best values
obtained with the B3LYP* functional, which performs at
least for Mo better because it improves already the nonr
tivistic shifts. Combined with relativistic corrections an
level shift Loc.2 corrections it leads to the best values.

Apart from its accuracy, an important feature of the ne
method is its simplicity both in the sense of implementati
and in the sense of computational cost. The matrix eleme
of the NESC-EP-DFT Hamiltonian do not involve any u
usual molecular integrals often appearing in relativistic c
culations; they can be evaluated analytically using the ex
ing nonrelativistic quantum-chemical software. Since
modifications concern the one-electron Hamiltonian only,
NMR chemical shifts of a relativistic calculation can be o
tained at essentially the cost of a nonrelativistic calculati

In this work, we have not considered a spin–orbit co
tribution to NMR chemical shifts. This can be as large as 1
ppm as the data in Table V show. A magnetic nucleus indu
a spin polarization in the nonrelativistic wave function b
cause of the Fermi contact term thus yielding a spin–o
contribution to the magnetic shielding already in the lead
relativistic order. Since the ZORA results50 differ consider-
ably from the NESC-EP-DFT results of this work, it mak
little sense to speculate about additional spin–orbit corr
tions. Work is in progress to obtain genuine spin–orbit c
rections within the NESC-EP-DFT method.
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